I Know an Old Lady
(Sing in sign language.)

I know an old lady who swallowed a fly.  (Flap hands by shoulders.)
I don’t know why she swallowed a fly,
Perhaps she’ll cry.  (Index fingers on cheeks.)
I know an old lady who swallowed a spider  (Cross palms and wiggle fingers.)
That wiggled and jiggled and tickled inside her…
Bird - How absurd to swallow a bird…  (Make beak - index finger & thumb.)
Cat - Imagine that she swallowed a cat…  (Stroke whiskers from face.)
Dog - What a hog to swallow a dog…  (Pat leg.)
Goat - Just opened her throat and swallowed a goat..(Fingers for beard, then horns.)
Cow - I don’t know how she swallowed a cow…  (Make horns by side of head.)
Horse – This is a silly song, of course!  (Two fingers above head.)